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Abstract 
Transportation networks are dynamic systems that suffer continuous unexpected events. People in charge of managing them 
in an efficient way usually make their decisions based on their personal expertise, relevant data and the accumulated 
experience gained on the matter. However, the cognitive capacity of the human brain is limited, and therefore the design of 
the solution cannot take advantage of the extensive data available. Despite the fact that this paper deals with the specific 
transportation network of Airport management, the proven excellence and virtues of the application of Genetic Algorithms 
to support the decision-making process can be extended to any transport domain. This paper addresses an airport 
management scenario, in particular, the management of runway configuration changes. When wind forecasts lead to 
thoughts of the need to change the use of the existing runway configuration, the person in charge of making that decision 
has to do his best by stating when and how to execute the change. Concurrently, there are flights approaching the airport, 
flights taxiing to the runway holding points, while other flights are still on-block at their gates. The better the decision is, 
the less the related delay will be. Nevertheless, delay is not the only performance indicator that may interest an Airport 
Manager; other aspects such as fuel consumption, safety, capacity, predictability and so on may be determinant. 
Consequently the aforementioned aspects introduce a new and wider set of parameters to take into account when making 
the decision. In order to support this complex decision making process, an automated tool, based on genetic algorithms and 
called RUCCMAN (Runway Configuration Change MANager), has been designed and validated. 
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1. Introduction 
Since 1996, INECO’s Air Traffic Management department has been developing a wide number of 
methodologies based on the combination of expertise and technology to improve the quality of service provided 
to its clients. Initially, the technology used was provided by buying specific software licenses’, largely 
connected to the Air Traffic Management domain. However, in due time new challenges required further 
developments, stretching the software capabilities beyond their nominal functional horizon. Since existing 
software did not meet the requirements to fulfill or overcome the increasing challenges, it became clear that 
further techniques would have to be learned, assessed and adapted. Thus moved by this necessity the genetic 
algorithm potential was discovered and from then on several ad-hoc home-coded software suites/modules were 
developed (e.g. ATC Sector Designer, Sector Configuration Planner).  
RUCCMAN (Runway Configuration Change MANager), developed in 2012, is one, among a family of 
home-coded software modules, developed by a team of aeronautical engineers and software developers with the 
support of air traffic controllers (ATCOs). The main objective of RUCCMAN is to provide live on-line 
proposals to the ATCOs on how to change the runway configuration in an optimum way: complementing thus 
wise their valuable expertise. These proposals should take into account thousands of flight data entries that an 
ATCO could not otherwise easily process. 
2. Model 
2.1. Operational model 
2.1.1. Operational concept 
Nowadays the decision of which runway configuration should be in use is made by the Control Tower’s 
Chief Supervisor (TWRCS) in coordination with the Terminal Maneuvering Area Chief Supervisor (TMACS). 
The decision is not trivial and is made taking into account several factors, including: 
x Which runway configurations are preferred, as published in the AIP for the specific airport. 
x Current weather conditions, observed from Tower, reported by pilots, as well as from the official weather 
forecast agencies. 
x Duration of the specific weather conditions, thus preventing a high rate of runway configuration changes, 
and avoiding problems to the Air Traffic Management system. 
x Scheduled changes i.e. the hour at which the configuration is expected to change. 
x Availability and current status of airport infrastructures, such as runways, taxiways, beacons, lights or 
navigation aids. 
x The number of staff required by each configuration. 
A runway configuration change is a complex process in which several roles and systems interact and 
exchange information for planning and executing the change in a timely and safely manner. With the help of 
RUCCMAN, the whole process would have a simplified approach similar to the one described below: 
x Firstly, the TWRCS makes the decision to change runway configuration. 
x The TWRCS uses RUCCMAN, which takes into account several indicators, to determine: ○ when will be the best time to start the runway configuration change; ○ which will be the last departure and last arrival with the current configuration;  ○ And in addition the first departure and first arrival with the new configuration. 
x The TWRCS calls the TMACS to coordinate the runway configuration change. 
x As a result of RUCCMAN, the TWRCS proposes the change to the TMACS, reporting how many 
departures have not taken off yet, estimating when they will take off, and communicating the last departure 
and last arrival callsigns in the current configuration. 
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x The TMACS assesses the current situation and reports to the TWRCS how many arrivals have not yet 
landed and which one will be the last arrival in the current configuration. At this point, the TMACS notifies 
the start of the Transition. 
x Once the Transition finishes, the TWRCS notifies to TMACS the first departure in the new configuration, 
while TMACS will notify the TWRCS with the first arrival in the new configuration. 
As explained, this transition is composed of several actions. These actions are not automated by 
RUCCMAN, since it is only a decision-making support tool. 
2.1.2. Operational Input Data 
The data required by the model cannot be restricted only to the airport’s transport infrastructure system. It 
must also include information coming from other vital sources such as the surveillance and navigation systems. 
Consequently, RUCCMAN has been developed and architected in considering these different data sources. The 
operational data required for a proper and complete interoperability is showed in Table 1. 
Table 1. RUCCMAN system operational input data 
Operational information type Operational data type Operational input data 
Airside Arrivals 
 
Callsign 
Estimated Landing Time (ELDT) 
Estimated time at a specific fix on the approach 
Position, geographical or from the flight plan 
Attitude and heading 
Arrival flight procedure 
Landing runway  
Time to land from the non-return fix in the approach 
Ground side Departures in gate or stand Callsigns 
Gate or stand 
EOBT 
Flight status 
Flight-TWR data communications 
Departures in taxiways Callsigns 
Position 
Taxi route to runway 
Time taxiing 
Departure runway 
Departure flight procedure 
Flight destination 
Status 
Aircraft model 
Departure runway occupancy time 
Flight-TWR data communications 
Arrivals Callsigns 
Position 
Taxi route to gate or stand 
Time taxiing 
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Operational information type Operational data type Operational input data 
Gate or stand 
Status 
Aircraft model 
Landing runway occupancy time 
General information Aerodrome ground 
movement chart 
Runways 
Runway entries 
Runway exits 
Stop bars 
Holding positions 
Taxi routes 
Gates or stands 
Taxi time for each route 
System status Number of runways 
Runway in use for departures and for arrivals 
Runway configuration 
Current weather conditions and forecast 
2.2. Model Airport (MDG) 
An airport is a complex system composed of subsystems that interact with each other. Thus the development 
of an algorithm cannot be the work of only one group of experts, but the work of a team of experts comprising 
software model developers, algorithm experts, ATCOs and aeronautical engineers.  
The modeling language used for the development of the model was the Unified Modeling Language or 
UML: it is an industry-standard modeling language used to specify, visualize, and design the artifacts that 
model a system. However, sometimes it is better to have a specific language to model and represent the 
concepts of specific domains; this is often the case for airport environments. Frankel (2003). In fact, an adapted 
language to non-experts in modeling, would allow to model complex scenarios.  
The OMG (Object Management Group) defines two possibilities for defining domain specific languages: 
either define a new language to be alternative to UML, or extend the UML using a number of mechanisms 
contained in what are called UML Profiles, which is the option chosen by RUCCMAN to particularize UML-
language to airport environments. 
On this basis the team created a specialized language applicable to aeronautical systems with which the 
Model Airport MDG (Model Driven Generator) was developed. See Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Model Airport MDG - Meta-Model for airports in UML 
2.2.1. Introduction to the Model-Driven Architecture(MDA) 
UML profiles are the mechanism used to extend UML syntax and semantics in expressing the specific 
concepts of a particular application domain. OMG defines four levels of abstraction that allow us to distinguish 
between the different conceptual levels involved in the modeling of the system architecture. Schmidt (2006). 
Such levels are commonly called using the M0, M1, M2 and M3 initials:  
x M0-level. The instances. The M0-level should model to the real system, and its elements are the instances 
that make up the system.  
x M1-level. The model of the system. The elements of the M1-level are models of specific systems. The M0-
level elements are instances of elements of M1-level. 
x M2-level. The model of the model (meta-model). The elements are the M2- level modeling languages. The 
M2- level defines the elements involved in defining a model of the M1-level. In the case of a UML model of 
a system, the M2-level elements are "class", "attribute" or "association". 
x M3-level. The model of the M2-level (meta-metamodel). Finally, the M3-level defines the elements that 
constitute the different modeling languages; meta-class belongs at this level. 
The profiles’ package, UML 2.0, defines a number of mechanisms with which to extend and adapt the 
metaclass of a metamodel to the specific needs of a platform (as can be .NET or J2EE) or an application domain 
(real-time, business process modeling, etc.). These are the three mechanisms used to define profiles: 
stereotypes, constraints, and tagged values. Brambilla et al. (2012). 
2.2.2. Developing  the Meta-Model for airports in UML 
In RUCCMAN a set of Meta-models’ classes are developed with different stereotypes and constraints 
adapted to the aeronautical environments. Specific technology is created to develop personalized UML models, 
based on aeronautical standards. 
2.2.3. Setting up the model 
Firstly, a 'Node' metaclass is created, from which their inherited behavior allows the setting up of a network 
of nodes connected by sections of metamodels with different constraints: this defines the structure of the airport 
which influences the behavior of the aircraft in this environment. Subsequently custom stereotyped elements are 
introduced to model the behaviors we want. Some of the elements used within the model are: 
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x Gates [Types: Bi (bidirectional), In (Input), Out (Output); isDecision true or false; nAircraft (number of 
aircrafts)] 
x Node [Types: Path (route node); Dec (decision node); NoBack  (no-return node)] 
x Waitzone  [Types: NAircraft (number of aircrafts)] 
x PointSide [Types: Inside (landing and entrance to taxiway); Outside (exit of  taxiway and take off)] 
To allow optimal simulation of the situation in an airport, modeling was extended to the airspace side, with 
features such as: 
x Airnode [Types: Path (route node); Dec (decision node); NoBack  (no-return node); minAlt  (minimum 
height); maxAlt /maximum height); minVel (minimum speed); maxVel  (maximum speed)] 
x EntryPoint, which simulates the entry points in the Terminal Control Area (TMA):  
2.3. Modeling a real airport scenario 
The spatial model is the computational representation of the physical space of an airport. The best-suited 
mathematical abstraction is a graph composed of nodes and arcs connecting them. Nodes represent physical 
points of interest, such as gates, runways, etc... while intermediate path points and arcs represent the path 
between them. 
In RUCCMAN, the spatial model is composed of several graphs which model the airways related to a 
specific runway configuration. In this way, both the traceability of the problem and the delimitation of the 
search scope are assured for each situation. Conceptually, the first logical division consists in splitting the 
airport into air and ground volumes, obtaining consequently a ground and an air model. Additionally, a 
differentiation is made between runway configurations (e.g. West-East) and traffic (arrival – departures). 
Therefore the model combines six specific subspaces of the airport: 
x West Configuration. ○ West Configuration Air Model. ○ West Configuration Ground Model - departures. ○ West Configuration Ground Model - arrivals. 
x East Configuration. ○ East Configuration Air Model. ○ East Configuration Ground Model - departures.  ○ East Configuration Ground Model - arrivals. 
The set of assumptions and data that represent the details of the real airport environment are identified. The 
main requirements being: 
x Different types of nodes.  
x Different node data link.  
x The arcs representing a path between two nodes, therefore making it necessary to be able to extract the 
distance covering that path.  
 
These requirements are easily implemented following an object-oriented approach, so each type of node is a 
different object. The set of objects needed to represent the different points of interests and the paths linking 
them follow: 
x Node: Models the possible node types, such as Gate, GroundNode, AirNode… 
x Stretch: Represents a stretch of the model (a graph arc) storing the origin and destination nodes and distance 
between them.  
x AbstractSpaceModel: The basic graph model that represents a physical space, providing basic common 
attributes and operations that any sub-class may inherit or specialize.  
x AirModel: Represents an air model, so it accepts only air nodes.  
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x GroundModel: Represents a ground model, so it only accepts ground nodes.   
x RunwayConfiguration: The representation of an airport runway configuration. This configuration has a 
specific spatial model, represented by an air model, an arrival ground model and a departures ground model.  
x AirportSituation: Represents the situation of the flights operating at an airport at a given time.  
x Airport: The class gathering the information related to the airport where RUCCMAN is operating. 
Therefore, it contains the situation, current configuration and new configuration objects. The algorithm uses 
this information to perform the search of the solution. 
2.3.1. Operational Performance Indicators 
These are some of the operational performance indicators calculated and considered by the algorithm to 
obtain the best solution: traffic per hour, time between departures, arrivals, departures-arrivals and arrivals-
departures in between configuration,  departure delays, arrival delays, number of flight affected by 
configuration change, taxi time, gate wait time, travelled distance, number of potential taxi conflicts.  
3. "Principle of resolution"  
3.1. Optimization Challenge 
In brief, the problem consists in distributing the flights between the current and future runway configuration 
in an optimum way minimizing the impact on the airport’s operation. To achieve it, it is necessary to calculate 
and evaluate the values of the indicators for both current and new configuration for each flight operating at the 
given time. Therefore the algorithm has to test 2n combinations, n being the number of flights operating at the 
airport. For a medium airport with 49 operating flights, the number of combinations to test would be 
5.6294995e+14, and to obtain a solution in a reasonable time is impractical for current information systems. In 
order to reaffirm this statement, the problem was tested with a brute force and a decision tree with pruning 
approach. 
Since the problem needs to be solved using very discriminant heuristics, mainly consisting of minimizing a 
cost function, evolutionary methods and Genetic Programming are best suited for this kind of problems. 
Angeline (1995). Koza (1992). Genetic Algorithm was selected to tackle this optimization challenge. The use 
of GAs in Air Transportation systems is not original. Following are some related papers: 
x A computational model for a Departure Manager based on Genetic Algorithm (GeDMAN), tested in Brasilia 
airport scenario. The GA model presents flights as genes and each departure slot is a gene position. The 
departure sequence of slots and flights are the population’s individuals. When compared this GA model 
against a Game Theory model, a reduction of 41% of total delay time is seen versus a reduction of just 16%, 
showing the powerful application of Genetic Algorithm. Mendes et al. (2014). 
x A mathematical model using B-spline and Genetic Algorithm to optimize air-traffic conflict resolution. In 
the model, B-spline represents a flight path. These possible trajectories are encoded into a chromosome 
along with the number of planes. The objective function evaluates how many conflicts are engendered due 
to the combination of trajectories, and which is the deviation from the shortest flight path. The convergence 
solution is a conflict-free scenario, and it is reached quickly after few generations, being very efficient from 
an operational point of view. Peyronne et al. (2010). 
3.2. Genetic Algorithm  
3.2.1. General description 
x Chromosome: In computational terms, a chromosome represents an individual inside a population. It 
consists of a set of genes. 
x Gene: A feature of a chromosome that can take some specific values depending on the set of its alleles.   
x Allele: Each alternative value that defines a gene.  
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x Time window: Time interval between the set of pre-defined times to perform the solution solving. 
x Situation: Set of flights operating in a given time window.  
3.2.2. Specific Description 
In summary, these are the processes the RUCCMAN algorithm makes to find a suitable solution: 
1. For each Time Window 
1.1. Filter the situation 
1.1.1. For each flight 
1.1.1.1. Calculate current position 
1.1.1.2. For each configuration 
1.1.1.2.1. Determine the path of the flight 
1.1.1.2.2. Estimate the travelling time to the wait node 
1.2. Evolve the population 
1.2.1. Form the combination from the chromosome 
1.2.1.1. Create the arrival and departure queues for both configurations 
1.2.1.2. Update the time of specific events for each flight in each queue 
1.2.1.3. Calculate ground-air interactions 
1.2.1.4. Update configuration queues 
1.2.1.5. Calculate the indicators 
1.2.1.6. Calculate the fitness function 
1.3. Select the fittest chromosome 
 
Once the models and the general situation are loaded, the first step to start the optimization process is to 
determine the hour and position of each flight, the path the traffic will follow depending on the active runway 
configuration and the estimated time of arrival. With this information gathered, the indicators can then be 
calculated. The result of this process delivers the set of flights with updated position, calculated paths and 
estimated times. From here the process continues by randomly assigning the configuration to each flight.  
In order to evolve the population changes are made to its individuals by making use of genetic operators, 
while the adaptation ability of an individual is evaluated by a fitness function. The chromosome contains within 
its genes the assigned configuration for each flight. Thus the indicators are re-calculated.  
Given this configuration assignation, the arrival and departure queues are built in the following way: 
1. Each flight is assigned a configuration, which is determined by the gene.  
2. If the flight has an assigned path it is added to the appropriate queue. Otherwise the combination is 
discarded and it is assigned 0 as its fitness value. This heuristic avoids checking invalid solutions. 
3. Once all flights are added to the queues, the estimated times are adjusted depending on the interaction 
intervals specified by the user.  
The approach implemented by RUCCMAN is the elitist selection meaning that only a small proportion of 
the fittest survive. To properly adapt the natural selector of RUCCMAN to the operational environment during 
a runway configuration change, some parameters are made configurable (e.g.: initial population, maximum 
number of iteration). 
4. "Validation and Results"  
A Gaming workshop, consisting of three different exercises, was performed with the aim to get both 
qualitative and quantitative results. The exercises assessed: 
1. Coordination between both units (qualitative and quantitative) 
2. Selection of the best runway configuration change (quantitative) 
3. Assessment of RUCCMAN operation (qualitative) 
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The Gaming emulated two runway configurations at Barcelona airport i.e. parallel operations on 25R/07L 
and 25L/07R runways: 
x West Configuration (WRL – real): Arrivals 25R/Departures 25L  
x East Configuration (ERL – non-real): Arrivals 07R/Departures 07L  
Qualitative results obtained after performing the validation exercise are summarized within the following 
Air Traffic Controller feedback “At a tactical level, during a runway configuration change, air traffic 
controllers try to meet the key objectives of the air traffic management service i.e. safety and flow efficiency. 
RUCCMAN gave me a set of data to manage the runway configuration change. In general the data to be 
processed by the ATCO is too extensive to be taken into account in a real-world working environment. 
Meaning that usually, I can consider just the more relevant data corresponding to a few short-term flights. In 
busy airports, I don’t have enough time to consider the medium-term flights and the impact they can produce. I 
think this is the deficiency that RUCCMAN can solve by complementing and supporting the Air Traffic 
Controller’s role. To conclude, I think this tool can be very useful; nevertheless, sometimes, the Time proposed 
by the tool, even being the best one based on the configured parameters, may not be finally executed by the 
controller due to specific weather conditions (e.g. strong and sudden winds),thus making it impossible to keep 
the current configuration till that time.” 
From a quantitative point of view and based on the selected performance indicators, RUCCMAN offered, in 
most cases, equal or better solutions that those that would have been tailored by the controller. See Table 2. 
Table 2. Gaming: Results Quantitative summary 
Number of “winner” 
indicators CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4 CASE 5 CASE 6 
RUCCMAN 17 11 16 10 20 18 
ATS 4 11 4 11 2 4 
EQUAL 2 1 3 2 1 1 
5. Conclusions  
By using RUCCMAN, it is possible to model each airport element and the aircraft movement through the 
taxiway layout as well as through the arrival procedures. Additionally, RUCCMAN allows the user to set 
software parameters to define the behavior for both the airport system as well as the algorithm. Additionally, 
the final user (i.e. airport manager) can configure which he considers to be the “best runway configuration 
change”. In other words, the final user (e.g. the airport manager) can configure the relative importance of the 23 
pre-defined indicators, to maximize his business model. 
Moreover, RUCCMAN not only advises on the time when the best runway configuration should be used; 
but also on how to implement the proposed change, by showing to the air traffic controller how each aircraft 
should be managed.  
The validation exercise concluded that the current prototype version offers at least equal but generally better 
solutions than the ones that would have been tailored by the final users. Nevertheless, RUCCMAN is still in a 
prototype stage that requires further development, even though its results and functionalities have proved 
satisfactory. 
In addition, it can be stated that the use of genetic algorithms are recommended not only in the airport 
domain but also in any other transport-related domain that deals with huge number of alternatives (i.e. 
combinatorial problem) while looking at trade-offs in between multiple indicators (e.g. number of vans, 
packages per van, routes maximizing fuel or delay or benefit). Indeed, the Traveling-Salesman-Problem (TSP) 
is one of the typical transportation problems that can be successfully addressed by using Genetic Algorithms. 
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